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Realtime Business Solutions (RBS) is a wholly owned Australian company 

formed in 1991. RBS specialises in the development of software applications 

for the container handling Industry. It has many years experience in software 

development and has worked exclusively in the container handling industry for 

the past 17 years. During this time it has provided a consulting service to the 

shipping and rail container handling industry, developed highly specific state-

of-the-art software for the container handling industry and has carried out the 

installation of ‘Terminal Operating System’ software in 24 container handling 

operations in Australia, New Zealand, Taiwan, Japan, Indonesia, Panama, 

Romania, Italy and Egypt. 
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In June 2008, Realtime Business Solutions (RBS) successfully 
implemented their state-of-the-art TOPX-Advance terminal 
operating system solution at two major terminals: Eurogate 
Hamburg Container Terminal in Germany and Saigon Newport 
Company (SNP) Cat Lai Container Terminal in Vietnam. 

Eurogate
Eurogate, the German based container terminal and logistics 
group has successfully implemented TOPX-Advance in their 
Hamburg Container Terminal, Germany.  TOPX-Advance is a 
true real-time and state-of-the-art terminal operating system 
provided by RBS, an Australia-based solution provider for the 
container handling industry. TOPX-Advance brings to Eurogate, 
a terminal operating system that has delivered optimal results and 
increased efficiency to meet their customers’ demands.

Saigon Newport
Saigon Newport Company (SNP), Cat Lai Terminal is the biggest 
and most modern container terminal in Vietnam, using both 
state-of-the-art CY and shipside handling equipment. Cat Lai 
has a throughput of import - export containers making up over 
65 per cent of South Vietnam container volume and over 42 per 
cent nationwide. The truck receipt/delivery and vessel dispatch 
activities at Cat Lai terminal play an important role in the import 
- export trade of South Vietnam and the national economy. Cat 
Lai terminal expects to reach container throughput of 2.2 million 
TEUs in 2008.

It has been reported that TOPX-Advance has made a 
considerable contribution to enhancing the service quality at Cat 
Lai terminal as well as at the other premises of SNP. It also enables 
them to track the exact container movements and locations in real 
time. The average time for inner-terminal container transport has 
been shortened and it is now half of what it was previously. The 
average truck delivery/receipt time for containers has been reduced 
from 1.8 hours per container to less than 1 hour per container.

The implementation of TOPX-Advance is considered as a 
milestone in the history of the terminal operation of SNP. This 
achievement has demonstrated the right decision was made 
by the leadership of the Board of Directors; it also shows the 
dynamic, enthusiatic and responsible spirit of the cadres and staffs 
of SNP.

The actual operational situation three months after the 
implementation of TOPX-Advance has improved the efficiency of 
the Cat Lai Terminal, increasing handling productivity, shortening 
the vessel port-stay and the truck delivery/receipt time inside the 
port as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1.  Vessel Perfomance (Move/Vessel/Hour) – The above statistics 
information was extracted from the SNP website www.saigonnewport.com.vn


